
P R I N C E  O F  P E AC E  
SCHOOL COUNCIL MINUTES-MARCH 11, 2015 

                                                    
Those Present:  Jane Shriver, Mary Beth Hare, Kelli Thompson, Jason Imlay, Jenney Babcock, Jason Stewart, 

SuzAnne Starkey, Frank Moley 

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 

In academics we are ending the 3rd quarter of the school year. We look forward to a successful 4th Quarter.  Kansas Assessments started this week and will 
continue through April 23rd.  

Our students continue to grow in faith, the students will be attending Reconciliation this week and March 27th is our last Stations of the Cross.  6th graders will 
be doing the living Stations of the Cross.  We will be hosting Vocations Day on April 15th.  All of the 5th graders from the Johnson and Wyandotte Catholic 
Schools will be attending.  We are preparing our 2nd and 8th graders for the Sacraments of First Eucharist on April 26th and Confirmation on April 28th. 

Looking to next year our enrollment looks fairly stable.  We have four families moving out of the area and four families pursuing public school.   We are 
graduating a large 8th grade class.  We continue to have families inquire for next year.  Currently our kindergarten has a small wait list.   In April we will be 
having Kindergarten Screening April 9th & 10th and Kindergarten Round-up on April 24th. 

REPORT FROM FATHER JERRY  

Father Jerry was unable to attend.  
 

OTHER WORK AND DISCUSSION 

 

The School Council’s PTO budget request based on Strategic Planning was discussed and finalized.   This includes replacing a lap top cart.  Purchasing 
additional laptops from STA which are no longer needed since STA now had a bring your own device initiative.  These laptops are similar to ones we have now 
that work well but are slightly newer.  A firewall and battery back- up for the server are also needed. We are looking into cost of MAP testing for next year and 
will be taking a request to PTO to cover this cost. We will most likely be adopting this standardized test instead of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills which is what 
we have been using. Facility requests include replacing a set of jr. high desks and chairs.  We will be requesting funds to pay for alumni and recruitment mailing 
to ensure long term sustainability. 

Feedback was provided regarding the success of the Recent Gala. At this time we have not yet received information regarding the financials.  The pros and cons 
of the new environment were discussed. Volunteer numbers and volunteer needs for next year’s GALA was discussed.  Mrs. Shriver is currently getting bids to 
replace the cafeteria tables which will be covered by Fund the Need. Any old tables that are still functional will be made available to Catholic schools in the area. 

The schools current tardy policy was discussed.  The council provided input regarding the policy and possible adjustments. 

The topic of uniforms was brought up for discussion. A concern was raised regarding the need to purchase certain items from Dennis Uniform. The girl’s 
jumper, skirt, skorts and gray or red items need to be purchased at Dennis Uniform. There are many shades of red and gray and therefore in order to maintain a 
look of continuity these colored items will need to be purchased at this store.  Options for families that find the price at Dennis Uniform Company beyond their 
means were discussed.  These include the used uniform sale, finding families who pass on uniforms when outgrown, and contacting the school office which has 
donated uniform items available many times.   

Those who were asked to review the handbook gave input regarding points for clarification. 

The group discussed the need to establish a board for our endowment fund. 


